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Supplementary Note 1: The fabrication process of all-in fiber photodetector (FPD)
Fabrication process of FPD is as follows. First, to remove the residual organic film in the
fiber, a single-mode fiber protective coating was peeled off and was treated in ethanol
with ultrasonic for a few minutes. Then, the fiber’s end surface was cleaved and a flat
platform on the facet was created. Second, the fiber was placed in film deposition
equipment (K550X, EMTTECH) under vacuum (5×10-2 mbar) at a deposition speed of
~7.5 nm/min for 4 min. The facet gold film was scratched into a narrow channel using a
sharp tungsten probe under an optical microscope, while the lateral electrodes were
directly obtained by using a lapping film. The tungsten was fixed on a high precision
moving stage. As a result, the moving process of a probe can be well controlled. In our
scratching process, we first input a red light source into an optical fiber for guidance.
Since the gold film’s thickness is only ~30 nm, the red light can easily transmit over the
thin film. The transmitted red light signal can be used for orienting the optical fiber core’s
position, with which we can quite precisely scratch the gold film into a small channel
right on the fiber core position. Third, the MoS2 on mica (Six Carbon Technology,
Shenzhen, China) was transferred to a water surface by partially etching mica with 0.1 M
NaOH. The MoS2 was transferred to deionized water with a glass slide to ensure
cleanliness. Finally, the MoS2 was directly bonded to the fiber end surface using a dipcoating method. The as-fabricated FPD was annealed in a hot stage at 120℃ in air for 30
min to enhance the contact between the MoS2 and electrodes.
Figure S1 is the optical microscope image of the lateral electrodes in fiber. The
relatively smooth electrode gap was fabricated by moving two piece of lapping films
(LF1P, Thorlabs) against a fiber coated with a thin layer of gold. Figure S2 demonstrates
four typical image of fabricated electrodes on fiber facet. The electrode gaps cover from
4 μm-15 μm. Indeed, the electrode gaps depend on the size of tungsten probe. Figure S3
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shows the typical optical image of as-fabricated FPD. We can find that after transferred a
layer of MoS2, the sample becomes pink, which can be attributed to the interference
effect.1 Similarly, graphene and WS2 layers can also be transferred to the fiber facet as
demonstrated in Fig. S3(c- d). Figure S4 is the SEM image of tyical MoS2-based FPD.
The electric field distribution of fundamental mode (HE11) in optical fiber at 400 nm
wavelength is shown in Fig. S5a. It can be found that most of the light energy is confined
in the core section. Figure S5b is the cut-line field distribution of Fig. S5a, which
indicates the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of electric field intensity of HE11
mode is ~7.8 μm. As a result, the channel width of FPD should be designed at ~7-8 μm,
considering the power collecting efficiency and the carrier’s transition time in the channel.

Fig. S1

The optical microscope image of lateral electrodes in fiber.

Fig. S2 The optical microscope image of electrodes on fiber end surface. The electrode gaps range
from 4 μm-15 μm.
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Fig. S3 Different 2D materials on fiber facet. (a) and (b) are samples with electrodes on fiber facet
before and after transferred a layer of MoS2. The inset in (b) is the sample launched with a red light
source. (c) and (d) are samples transferred with few-layer WS2 and multilayer graphene.

Fig. S4 The SEM image of the as fabricated MoS2 film on a fiber facet with pair gold electrodes.
The red dashed box shows the conducting channel of MoS2.
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Fig. S5 Electric field distribution of HE11 mode in optical fiber. (a) The electric field distribution
for HE11 mode in an optical fiber at 400 nm wavelength. (b) The center cut line of HE11 mode. The
FWHM of HE11 mode is ~7.8 μm.

Supplementary Note 2: The optical characterizations of FPD
The few-layer MoS2 was characterized by photoluminescence and Raman spectroscopy at
room temperature in air (both measured on a LabRam HR 800 Evolution system,
HORIBA Jobin Yvon) with an excitation line of 532 nm. We used gratings with 1800
gr/mm and 600 gr/mm for Raman measurement and PL characterization, respectively.
The Raman band of the Si at 520 cm-1 was used as a reference to calibrate the
spectrometer.
Here we in-situ measured the extinction spectrum (absorption & scattering) of FPD.
The white light source (SLS201/M, Thorlabs) was directly launched into the FPD, and
the transmitting light was collected by 20× object lens (NIKON) and analyzed by high
sensitive spectrometer (NOVA, ideaoptics, China). From Fig. S6, we can find that our
FPD has a considerably large absorption in 400-450 nm and a long absorption tail
extends to 1000 nm.2 The few-layer MoS2 is an indirect bandgap semiconductor, thus the
absorption spectrum usually shows long tails rather than the sharp edge as direct bandgap
semiconductor. In addition, the absorption below the bandgap for MoS2 is not a new
phenomenon indeed. We find there are many papers reporting the near-infrared
absorption of few-layer MoS2.3-5 The popular view on the absorption below the bandgap
is that the stoichiometric ratio of Mo and S is not as precise as 1/2, thus crystal defects
induce the redshift of the bandgap.6 Since in our experiment, we used the CVD MoS2, it
is very likely that the non-stoichiometry reason that caused the long absorption tail. The
small fluctuation imposed in the spectrum can be attributed to the mode interference
effect and the electrodes edge scattering effects (Fig. S4).
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Fig. S6

The extinction spectrum of FPD in the visible and near-infrared band.

Supplementary Note 3: The photoelectrical characterizations of FPD
Different from an ordinary field-effect transistor (FET) on silicon, our photodetector was
fabricated on a fiber end face. As a result, the illuminated light source was transported in
the fiber waveguide and directly projected to the FPD at the output port without the need
of lens systems. We used a homemade parallel metal plate to connect the fiber electrodes
to exert bias voltage on the FPD. The photoelectrical characterizations were based on a
sourcemeter (Keithley 2400) controlled by Labview programs. To calibrate to input
power on the FPD, we used double arms configuration (referential arm and experimental
arm), as illustrated in Fig. S7. The Keithley 2400 source meter is employed to exert bias
voltage and analyze the current simultaneously, which is controlled by Labview programs.

Fig. S7

The photoelectric characterization systems of FPD.

The contact resistances were measured by using the classical transfer length method
(TLM),7 as shown in Fig. S8. From linear fitting, we can find that the contact resistance
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of the MoS2-gold is ~48 GΩ·μm and the sheet resistance of MoS2 is ~10 GΩ/□, which
agrees well with previous reported CVD MoS2-based device.8 The relative high contact
resistance can be attributed to the large sheet resistance and the Schottky barrier because
of the work function mismatch. Theoretically, the Schottky barrier can be greatly reduced
by optimizing the electrode structure and electrode materials,9 such as Ti and Sc. And we
believe that reducing the contact resistance can also enhance the device’s performance.

Fig. S8

Resistance versus MoS2 channel length for gold-MoS2 contact configurations.

Fig. S9 The The photoresponsivity of the device versus the input power at different bias voltage
with 532 nm light source.
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Table 1 Figures-of –merit for MoS2 based photodetectors
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λ

P
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7.5
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Si/SiO2

1
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Si/SiO2

8
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1.5

0
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8

Si/SiO2

1

41
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1.3×10-1
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3 L MoS2

SiO2

4

0

400

~7

6×102

7×103

This

(CVD)

(optical

1 L MoS2
(Exfoliated)
1 L MoS2
(Exfoliated)
1 L MoS2
(CVD)
1 L MoS2
(CVD)

work

fiber)
5 L MoS2

Si/HfO2

5

0

850

-

1.8×103

3×102

4

(PVD*)

* DC magnetron sputtering

Supplementary Note 4: Discussions on the possible bias free working mechanism of
FPD
Xue-tao Gan et al.13, reported a technique that using spatial asymmetry electrodes to
achieve photo-detecting without bias voltage with considerably high photoresponsivity ~
0.015 A/W. Figure S10a shows the cross sectional structure of the chip-integrated
graphene photodetector.13 We can notice that one gold electrode is closer to the
waveguide core position, while the other is further. As is known that when semiconductor
contacts with metal, there exists strong built-in electric field because of the work function
mismatch effect. Since one electrode couples more to the optical mode of waveguide, the
built-in electric field will accelerate the photocarrier to the closer electrodes, thus creating
net photocurrent. In our case, it is very similar to the phenomenon mentioned above.
Figure S10b illustrates the schematic structure of our optical fiber integrated MoS2 device
(exaggerated viewing). We can see that very similar to Fig. S10a, one electrode is closer
to the waveguide core, while the other is further. As a result, we figure that the closer
electrode can couple more to the waveguide mode, while the other is not. Thus, the builtin electric field between the gold electrode and MoS2 can ensure the acceleration of
electrons (or holes) only in one direction and the absence of cancellation in the net
photocurrent. Since in our device, there exist photogain effects because of the trap states,
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the photoresponsivity can be also enhanced for bias free conditions. Further research is in
need to completely clarify this issue.

Fig. S10

The schematic strucutre of Ref.13 and our device.
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